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The field of quantum technologies is a fast-paced research
environment where new developments are constantly being
reported. However, recent controversies —such as the retraction
of a 2018 Nature article claiming to find evidence of the elusive
Majorana fermion — have made me reflect on the research
practices of my field and my own practice.

Discourse in the field online and in journals calls for openness and
accountability to combat the reproducibility issues encountered in
this type of research. Despite this, few research groups appear to
be actively pursuing open research practices beyond publishing
papers open-access.
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Challenges for open researchConclusion
A reflection on current research
practices and aims for the future

Open practices explored
and  implemented so far:

Online Open Lab Notebook set-up
Zenodo & GitHub repository created
Research Philosophy Statement v1 written:
a living document sharing my ideas,
reflections and intentions for research

Scan to connect with me

Scan to visit my
open research links

There are relatively few options for publishing Registered
Reports within quantum technologies and physical
sciences as a whole, with just 5 out of 281 journals listed
on the Center for Open Science's list of journals that have
adopted Registered Reports.

Is open research
accessible and encouraged

in quantum technologies?

I wanted to consider...

What open
research

practices can I
implement in my
own research?

Publishing 'gold open
access' continues to
involve expensive
article processing
charges.

Practices such as creating an
Open Lab Notebook may be considered 
time-consuming and not worth pursuing without incentives.

Sharing full raw datasets is not yet normalised and the
competitive research culture works against this practice.

Despite the challenges that currently accompany open
research practices in quantum technologies, it is possible
to implement several alongside my in-progress research
as well as plan for future studies. These include:

Publishing under and open
licence and on arXiv

Sharing raw and processed
datasets and code on Zenodo
& GitHub

Creating and upkeeping an
Open Lab Notebook for future
studies

Producing a Registered Report
for future studies

Engaging with other
researcher's raw datasets 
to contribute to a more
collaborative research culture

requires iteration and reflection

Research
open

practices

Implement
new ideas

and
experiment

Assess
and

Reflect

Share with
others

(community
of practice)

Transparency of data collection
and experimental methodology
combats reproducibility concerns

Enables new research questions
to be formulated and stimulates
interdisciplinary research

Encourages collaboration
between more researchers,
leading to better science!

Publishing
Open Access

Open Lab
Notebooks

Data and code
repositories

Registered
Reports

Following a growing interest in open science
and completing the Open Research Training
Module, I explored a variety of different open
research practices that could be incorporated
into my research workflow.

Publishing under an
open licence allows

research to be
accessed by anyone

for free.

In open lab notebooks,
researchers publically share
updates on their research in
real-time, including detailed

protocols, negative and positive
results, raw and processed data.

With date stamping, open lab
notebooks can help prove the

temporal priority of 
data and ideas.

A method of publishing
where a study proposal is
reviewed and published
before the research is

undertaken . Once the study
is complete, it is guaranteed
to be published, combating

publication bias.

GitHub

OSF

Zenodo

How successful are
these open research
ideas in other fields?
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